
Global meaning in people with spinal cord injury or stroke: 
content, changes and perceived influence on rehabilitation

• a qualitative research project

• by a healthcare chaplain

(and a theologist, philosopher, psychologist, medical doctors and members of patient organizations)

• in a rehabilitation setting

Research questions: (1) to explore the content of global meaning in people with SCI or stroke

(2) to explore whether or not global meaning changes after SCI or stroke

(3) to explore the association of global meaning with processes and outcomes
of rehabilitation, as experienced by people with SCI or stroke

Meaning making: situational, psychological processes

Global meaning: fundamental beliefs and life goals

Global meaning refers to the more fundamental, existential level of meaning
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Background and methods

Background: Experience in chaplaincy practice: meaning is a resource for coping and adaptation
After a traumatic life event almost everything changes, but …
-> Continuity? Resources?

Methods: grounded theory
semi-structured interviews
based on Crystal Park’s and Jan Hein Mooren’s models of meaning
audiotaped, transcribed and coded in Atlas.ti research software

Inclusion criteria: first SCI or stroke, 6 – 24 months ago
lasting effects of injury
age at least 18 years
able to respond to interview questions

Exclusion criteria: aphasia, severe cognitive problems
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Preliminary findings

(1) Five aspects of global meaning in both research groups: 

core values, relationships, worldview, identity, inner posture

(2) SCI: no change, aspects are foregrounded

Stroke: continuity in all aspects, and change in worldview, identity and inner posture

(3) SCI: influence on rehabilitation processes of motivation, regulation of emotion, handling stress, 
and making decisions; and on rehabilitation outcomes physical functioning, emotional
functioning, social functioning, and a subjective sense of meaning.

Stroke: influence on rehabilitation processes of motivation and handling stress and emotions; 
and on rehabilitation outcomes physcial functioning and acceptance.
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Translation into practice

Overall aim of the project: 

to enhance care of our clients, their loved ones and healthcare professionals

by stimulating awareness of the existential dimension of meaning and spirituality

and the importance of this dimension for all humans: clients and professionals alike

How:

• talks and trainings for rehabilitation physicians and other professionals in Reade 

• speaking on medical (rehabilitation) conferences

• promoting my research project wherever I can

And:

• a new project that translates these results into practice
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